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Abstract: The main aim of proposed work is to illustrate the driverless Metro train module. A driverless prototype train is designed using arm7 microcontroller that permits the operation of the train from one station to other. The proposed system aims in lowering the human intervention in Metro trains to as minimum as possible which in flip reduces the opportunity of human mistakes. In this work LPC2148 microcontroller has been used as CPU. The automatic stopping of the train is carried by RFID reader, which permits the train to stop while the RFID reader senses the RFID tags located inside the stations. The train is geared up with an obstacle detecting unit using ULTRASONIC sensor which stops the train when it senses the distance between obstacle and the train is less and results are displayed on an liquid crystal display.

Index Terms: LPC2148 Microcontroller, RFID, Ultrasonic Sensor, DC Motor, LCD.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been much advancement in the urban railway transit, starting from the engine to the metro trains and to recent automatic metro trains. Driverless metro train is an intelligent and innovative mass transit solution. Driverless technology meets a certain number of objectives involved, including high capacity, speed and regularity, reduced operational cost, adaptability, and flexibility in terms of human resources; it fulfills the idea of new approach to ability. Automatic train control (ATC) as definition, the ATC refers to the whole system which includes all the other automatic functions. The overall ATC system must incorporate the functions of Automatic Train Operation (ATO), Automatic Train Protection (ATP), and Automatic Train Supervision (ATS). These are the three functional areas of the ATC, they can be briefly described as:

- Automated train operation (ATO) - This subsystem is responsible for the automatic operation of throttle and brake commands to move trains between stations and stopping locations.
- Automatic Train Protection (ATP) – This subsystem is responsible for the safety - critical functions including train protection.
- Automatic Train Supervision (ATS) makes use of machines to perform all or most of the functions of the train control in the normal mode of operation. ATC procurement specifications vary greatly in terms of approach and level of detail; but the trend in the newer systems is toward a more quantitative form of specifications, particularly for reliability, maintainability, and availability requirements. Automatic train control reduces the involvement of human in the operation of trains. There exists a need for effective and efficient transport system with all the increase in population. The driverless trains provide effective solutions to many issues such as time delay or irregularities, high capacity and cost etc. On this project a prototype model is enabled with a CPU to carry out the regular operations robotically. Arm7 microcontroller is used as CPU, it is used to perform the automated operation as well as the automatic opening and closing of the door, the train is prepared with a RFID reader which allows the teach to forestall mechanically whilst it reads the data from the RFID reader, the train is likewise enabled with obstacle detecting unit which detects any limitations in front of the train and stops it.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

S. Jayachitra, Santhosh,Shivani (MVJC,Bangalore) concept on “Automatic Shuttling of Metro Train Between Stations” The device idea proposes a technique to a number of the primary demanding situations related in existing metro trains structures. They used Microcontroller as CPU and to forestall the train automatically they used IR sensors. The unmanned train operation (UTO) which doesn’t require a motive force’s supervision is not a latest improvement. Numerous other international locations along with France, Japan, were trying out new technologies in this aspect, but there are absolutely functional driverless systems in countries like Dubai [2,8], which has the arena’s longest [3,7] is likewise one of the a success completely automatic machine . The first driverless metro in Torino, ital. metro systems inside the international. They used the siemensval technology as a key element to enforce a fully computerized metro device to offer a completely excessive stage of overall performance. Their principal intention became to cope with the traffic congestions and also to deal with the structural flow problems.
V. Sridhar wrote a paper on “Automatic gadget layout for metro educate” [5], it offers sure new applications consisting of computerized declaration device the use of voice IC and radio frequency for monitoring station facts. It additionally mentions the usage of encoded RFID tags which might be located in every station, at the same time as the educate is geared up with a reader, when the reach comes in touch with the RFID tags the reader receives the records and is programmed to stop when receiving the records even as saying the station information with the help of a voice chip.

A. Problem in current system
Rail based totally ‘Mass rapid transit system’ has been extensively regular as a solution for most of the visitors and environmental pollutants related issues which most important cities are facing for the duration of the sector. With the increasing in site visitor’s call for, coupled with growing in variety of automobiles on avenue, the visitor’s congestion has notably improved over the last years. With the intention to improve the public transportation device, the mass fast transit structures were furnished or being planned in diverse elements of the arena. Metro rail is a shape of mass transit public shipping system using trains. The main issues present within the device are
- Steady need of human interference to make certain safe operation.
- The implementation requires high price and the installation consumes extra time.
- Current IR based modules cannot sense the distance between the obstacle and train.
- Since the modern-day machine relies upon man strength for operation there exits chance of safety and many discrepancies.
- Over occupancy is also one of the main issues within the present device as it could cause train delays and disrupt the time table.

B. COMPONENTS
- LPC2148 microcontroller
- RFID reader and TAGS
- ULTRASONIC sensor
- L293D motor driver
- Buzzer
- DC motors
- LCD display

From figure:2 LPC2148- It is a microcontroller based on a 32 bit ARM7DMI-S CPU with 8 kB to 40 kB of on-chip static RAM and 32 kB to 512 kB of on-chip flash memory. It also has In-System Programming or In Application Programming (ISP/IAP) via on-chip boot. It consists of Multiple serial interfaces including two UARTs (16C550), two fast I2C-bus (400 kBit/s), it has 64 pins out of which 48 are general purpose and the rest are reserved pins.

- It has up to 45 of 5 V
tolerant fast general purpose I/O pins in a tiny LQFP64 package. It also has On-chip integrated oscillator operates with an external crystal from 1 MHz to 25 MHz. It consists of two Analog to digital converters. CPU operating voltage range of 3.0 V to 3.6 V (3.3 V, ± 10 %) with 5 V tolerant I/O pads. IT also has Two 32-bit timers/external event counters (with four capture and four compare channels each), PWM unit (six outputs) and watchdog timer and a Low power Real-Time Clock (RTC) with independent power and 32 kHz clock input.

- LCD: A fluid precious stone presentation (LCD) is a level board show, electronic visual showcase, or video show that utilizes the light adjusting properties of fluid gems. Fluid gems don't discharge light specifically. LCD (Fluid Gem Show) screen is an electronic showcase module and locate a wide scope of utilizations. A 16x2 LCD implies it can show 16 characters for every line and there are 2 such lines. In this LCD each character is shown in 5x7 pixel lattice. This LCD has two registers, specifically, Direction and Information. The order register stores the direction guidelines given to the LCD. A direction is a guidance given to LCD to complete a predefined assignment like instating it, clearing its screen, setting the cursor position, controlling presentation and so forth. The information register stores the information to be shown on the LCD. The information is the ASCII estimation of the character to be shown on the LCD.

- L298H driver: It is a dual H bridge motor, it can drive two motors can simultaneously in forward or reverse direction. It can work in 5 to 35 volts and up to 2 amps per channel.

- L293D motor driver: It is quad Half H Bridge motor driver integrated circuit. The motor operations of two motors can be controlled with the pins 2 and 7. Its supply voltage ranges between 4.5 to 36 volts. It has separate input-logic supply.

- ULTRASONIC sensor: It works on the principle of emitting sound waves at a frequency very high for humans to hear. They then wait for the echo to be return back, and that distance can be calculated by time. This is similar to how radar measures the time it takes a radio wave to return after hitting an object.

- RFID: RFID stands for radio frequency identification. It comprises of a small chip with a small antenna and a small integrated circuit. The RFID tags will have 8 bit data encoded in them. RFID reader will have coils and when the RFID tags come in range of the reader, it detects the data in the tags.

- Buzzer: Piezoelectric buzzer is used to alarm when the IR sensors detect any obstructions to the train.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
y-axis is amplitude of the signal shown in figure 3. The motors will be ON when the RFID receives the start signal and Whenever the RFID receives the stop signal the motors will OFF.

- The x-axis is time and y-axis is amplitude of the signal which is shown in figure 4. The motors will be ON until there is no input from the ULTRASONIC sensor, whenever we get an input from ULTRASONIC the motors will be stopped.

- Whenever the RFID receives the stop instruction from the RFID tags the motors will be stopped and the status is displayed on LCD as shown in figure 5.

- Whenever the RFID receives the start instruction from the RFID tags the motors will be ON and the status is displayed on LCD as shown in figure 6.

- Whenever the ULTRASONIC sensor detects any obstacle within its range the motors will be stopped and the status is displayed on LCD as shown in figure 7

V. CONCLUSION

By implementing this human intervention can be further reduced as results it reduces the threats which are caused by human errors. This system can be further improved in future by making use of high-speed sensors which enables fast and more efficient operation. As we can find the distance using Ultrasonic sensor based upon the distance we can slow down the train module rather than stopping.
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